A theorem is proved concerning the relationship between a certain collection of mappings and a fixed point for that collection of mappings. The conditions on the mappings are very similar to ones in a paper by W. F. Eberlein.
Theorem. Let B be a uniformly convex Banach space with a weak duality mapping [2] and C a closed convex subset of B. Suppose G = {5m}^=1 is a collection of self-mappings of C such that I -Sm is demiclosed V5m £ G. Suppose further that there is a collection of nonexpansive self-mappings of C, {Cn)^x satisfying Proof. Clearly we need only check limit points of {Sm(x0): Sm £ G). So let S(x0) be a limit point of {Sm(x0): Sm £ G}, and let Smj(x0)^> S(x0). Given e > 0 there exists mJ¡ such that ||5m(x0) -S(x0)|| < e/2 for all mj > mj . Now consider
which if we pick m, > m, we have that
[by nonexpansiveness of the C"'s] < e/2 + \\C"(Smj(x0)) -C"(x0)\\ for which there exists n0 such that for all n > n0 < e/2 + e/2 (by condition (b)). So for all n > n0 we have ||C"(S(x0)) -C"(jc0)|| < e =» ||C"(5(x0)) -C"(xo)||^0asw->oo.
We will now show Sm(y) = y for all Sm E G. We have that Cnj(x^^y, from now on C" will be reindexed by L, i.e. CL(x0)^y.
By condition (c) (/ -Sm)C"(x0) -^ 0 => (/ -Sm)CL(x0) -> 0 so by the demiclosedness of / -Sm (for all Sm E G) we have (/ -SJy = 0 or y = 5m(^) for all Sm E G. Also since Cn(y) E {Sm(>0: Sm E G}~ = {>>}" = {y} we have Cn(/) = >> for all n.
The set {C"(x0)} is a bounded set because ||C"(x0)-.y|| = \\Cn(x0)-QOOH < ||-«o-^11 => 110*0)11 < ll^o -y\\ + \\y\\ for all ». Consider the subset {C"(x0)} \ {CL(x0)} Ç {C"(x0)} this is clearly bounded which implies, since uniformly convex Banach spaces are reflexive, that there exists a weakly convergent subsequence, call it Cs(xQ) -k yv We will show/ = yv Now by nonexpansiveness of the C"'s we have \\CL(Cs(x0)) -y\\ = \\CL(Cs(x0)) -CL(y)\\ < \\Cs(x0) -y\\.
We know that CL(Cs(x0)) -CL(x0)->0 as L -> 00 by assumption (2), Lemma 1, and the fact that Cs(x0) E {Sm(x0): Sm E G}~. So there exists L0 such that for all L > L0\\CL(Cs(x0)) -CL(x0)|| < e, given e < 0. Now Now using Lemma 3 of [2] we have that, since Cy(x0)^y, Lim\\Cy(x0) -y\\ < Lim||CK(jc0) -j^JI i.e. d < du but since Cw(x0)^yl this implies Lim||C",(;c0) -7,|| < Lim|| C^Xq) -jv|| i.e. d < dx so that d = dx, which by Lemma 3y = yx. Remark 1. This is a generalization of Opial's Theorem 2 in [2] , with Sm = Tm and C" = T". Opial in [2] showed that if T was nonexpansive then I -Tm was demiclosed in a uniformly convex Banach space with a weakly continuous duality mapping, so {Sm} satisfying the conditions imposed on them. Also condition (1) is trivially satisfied, and the asymptotic regularity of T implies condition (2) . Since T has a fixed point by assumption this implies there exists a weakly convergent subsequence, for each x £ C, of {C"(x)}™=,, i.e. C" (x) -» yx. So our theorem says that Also since Opial's Theorem 2 implies Theorem 3 our theorem implies Theorem 3, which is a partial affirmative answer to H. Schaefer's conjecture. Unfortunately it adds no new information on the conjecture.
Remark 2. The conditions of this theorem are very similar to the ones of the mean ergodic theorem of Eberlein [1] .
